The alternating model augmented by a special simple form of communication among parallel processes -the so-called synchronized alternating (SA) model, provides (besides others) nice characterizations of the space complexity classes de ned by nondeterministic Turing machines. The model investigated in this paper { globally deterministic synchronized alternating (GDSA) model, is obtained by a feasible restriction of nondeterminism in SA. It is known that it characterizes the deterministic counterparts of the nondeterministic space classes characterized by the SA model.
INTRODUCTION
The alternating Turing machine (ATM) introduced in CKS81] is an important model in complexity theory. It can be de ned as a generalization of a nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM) with the state set divided into existential and universal states. A computation of an ATM on input x starts in the initial con guration associated with x and proceeds according to the following scheme. If the current state is existential the next step is chosen nondeterministically, according to the transition relation. In the case of universal state, the process splits itself into several processes and all con gurations allowed by the transition relation as successors are parallely reached. The input is accepted if all created processes terminate in accepting con gurations. The drawback of the alternating model is that it does not re ect the natural requirement { communication among parallel processes. In order to obtain a generalized model of alternating computations that accounts for the possibility of communication among deterministic or nondeterministic parallel processes, the notion of synchronized alternation was introduced in Hro86]. For the formal de nition of the model we refer to Slo88]. A synchronized alternating Turing machine (SATM) A is an ATM augmented by a nite set of synchronizing symbols. The state of A is either a regular state of a control (non-synchronizing state) or a pair a regular state of a control, a synchronizing symbol]. The latter is called synchronizing state. If A arrives in a non-synchronizing state, it works as a regular ATM. If A enters a synchronizing state with a synchronizing symbol S, it stops and waits until all processes running in parallel either enter states with the same synchronizing symbol S, or stop in nal states. After all active processes have reached states with the same synchronizing symbol, they may resume in their work. In this way, the synchronizing sequences associated with any two processes (i.e., the sequences of the synchronizing symbols associated with the states the processes passes through) in an accepting computation have the property that the shorter is a pre x of the other one.
Example: The We can de ne any type of a synchronized alternating device (e.g., nite or push-down automaton) in the same way, taking the respective alternating device ( nite or push-down automaton, resp.) as the seminal model. Now we give a short description of a communication of the processes in the computation of a synchronized alternating device.
Technique 1.1 : Communication Technique.
Let us divide the processes running in parallel into three groups A, B, and C such that A consists of the processes that want to send a message to other processes, B consists of those that expect to receive the message, and nally, the processes in C do not want to take part in this communication.
The communication among the processes can be performed in the following way. It starts by synchronization of all processes by entering a synchronizing state with a speci c synchronizing symbol, say S start . Moreover, the states entered by the processes belong to the communication mode, i.e. the rst part of the synchronizing state entered by each of the processes in A, B, and C, respectively, corresponds to the delivering, receiving, and idling counterpart of the preceding state of the respective process. The message can be encoded in a sequence of the synchronizing symbols. Processes in A generate the synchronizing sequence deterministically by performing the corresponding coding (it can cause the changes of their states), the processes in B generate the sequence guessing it, and they change their states according to it. The processes in C guess this sequence too, but the only changes in their con gurations occur in the sychronizing symbols (the processes are idling I. Synchronized Alternation vs. Nondeterminism
(1) For any xed space bound S(n), two-way SATM is equivalent to one-way SATM (1SATM) and has the following relation to nondeterministic space classes:
(2) Two-way and one-way k-head synchronized alternating nite automata are equivalent, and they recognize exactly NSPACE n k , for any k 1.
(3) The two{way synchronized alternating nite automata with constant number of parallel processes recognize exactly NLOG.
Interestingly, if we totally eliminate nondeterminism from SA by prescribing the set of existential states to be empty, we obtain substantially weaker model in the sense of its relation to the respective deterministic complexity classes HRS94].
In HRS94] a new SA model was investigated, where nondeterminism was restricted to a choice of synchronizing symbols (even with an additional assumption that not all of the processes can make the choice nondeterministically). Such a model represents in fact deterministic processes working in parallel and communicating with each other. The certain degree of nondeterminism in the model enables it to use synchronization as a communication tool of the same power as in the original model (see the communication technique). The restricted SA { called globally deterministic synchronized alternation (GDSA), provides nice characterizations of the deterministic space complexity classes similar to the results above. It was shown:
II. Globally Deterministic Synchronized Alternation vs. Determinism
(1) For any function S(n), the globally deterministic synchronized alternating space classes are in the following relation to deterministic space classes:
(2) Two{way k-head globally deterministic synchronized alternating nite automata recognize exactly DSPACE n k , for any k 1.
(3) The two{way globally deterministic synchronized alternating nite automata with constant number of parallel processes recognize exactly DLOG.
The natural question that arises by comparing I. and II. is how powerful the one-way GDSA space{bounded Turing machines and multihead automata are. Do similar results hold as in I., i.e., is the one-way restriction really a restriction? The proofs of the respective results in I. strongly use nondeterminism and cannot be adapted to globally deterministic synchronized alternation immediately. The answer to the above questions is the contribution of this paper. We describe techniques (separately for Turing machine and for automata) that help us to simulate the left{head{movement deterministically. Before doing it, we give the formal de nitions of the GDSA in Section 2. The results are presented in Section 3.
DEFINITIONS
For the formal de nitions of ATM and SATM we refer to CKS81], resp. Slo88]. We recall here only the de nitions necessary for the SA acceptance and for the derived GDSA model.
In the following let A be an SA device (e.g. Turing machine, or a multihead automaton). A con guration of A is called existential, universal, accepting, synchronizing respectively, if the state of the nite control speci ed in this con guration are existential, universal, accepting, synchronizing state, respectively.
We start with the de nition of a full computation tree that describes all computations of A on an input w. Let c(t 1 )`c(t 2 ) be the transition relation of A.
De nition 2.1 The full computation tree of A on an input word w is a (possibly in nite) labelled rooted tree T A w such that (i) each node t of T A w is labelled with some con guration c(t) of A, (ii) for the root t 0 of T A w ; c(t 0 ) is the initial con guration of A on w, and (iii) if t 2 is a direct descendant of t 1 in T A w , then c(t 1 )`c(t 2 ) , and if c(t 1 )`c, then there is a unique direct descendant t 2 of t 1 such that c(t 2 ) = c.
Any computation of an alternating device A (the set of synchronizing symbols is empty) on w can be obtained by taking all descendants of the universal con gurations and exactly one descendant of each existential con guration. Each path in the tree starting in the root is referred to as a process. We have already informally introduced the notion of a synchronizing sequence. We now do it more precisely.
De nition 2.2 The synchronizing sequence of a node t in a full computation tree T A w is the sequence of synchronizing symbols occuring in labels of the nodes on the path from the root to t.
De nition 2.3 An accepting computation of A on an input word w is a subtree C A w of the full computation tree T A w of A on w such that (i) the root of C A w is the root of T A w (ii) each node in C A w labelled with a universal con guration has the same direct descendants as in T A w (iii) each node in C A w labelled with an existential con guration has at most one direct descendant (iv) for arbitrary nodes t 1 and t 2 , the synchronizing sequence of t 1 is an initial subsequence of the synchronizing sequence of t 2 or vice versa.
(v) each leaf node is labelled with an accepting con guration.
The next two technical notions are meant to capture the fact that unlike in the case of alternating machines, in the case of synchronized alternating machines two arbitrary con gurations on parallel branches of the full computation tree are not necessarily reachable \in the same instant of time".
De nition 2.4 A meaningful cut of an accepting computation C A w is a set Z of nodes in C A w with the following properties:
(i) every path of C A w from the root to a leaf contains at most one node of Z, (ii) the synchronizing sequence of all synchronizing nodes in Z is the same, say S (iii) the synchronizing sequence of each nonsynchronizing node in Z is the pre x of S, one symbol fewer than S (iv) every path of C A w from the root to a node whose synchronizating sequence is S, contains exactly one node of Z.
De nition 2.5 A synchronization cut of an accepting computation tree T is a meaningful cut of T that contains only the nodes labelled by synchronizing con gurations.
The de nition of globally deterministic synchronization involves two conditions { one to be ful lled by the machine itself, the other to be ful lled by the computations.
De nition 2.6 A synchronized alternating device A is said to be globally deterministic (GDSA), if (i) all immediate descendants of any existential con guration are synchronizing con gurations, and any two of them di er only in a synchronizing symbol
(ii) for each input w, each synchronization cut of an accepting computation of A on w contains a node which is the direct descendant of a node labelled by a universal con guration.
The condition (i) concerns the transition function of A and implies that di erent nondeterministic decisions correspond only to a choice of di erent synchronizing symbols. The condition (ii) concerns the computation tree assuring the unique choice of descendants for existential nodes given by the synchronizing descendant of a universal con guration. Note that for di erent synchronizing cuts the synchronizing symbol may be enforced by di erent processes. Globally deterministic and deterministic SA models have an important common feature that the general SA model does not possess:
Observation 2.1 (HRS94) For every globally deterministic synchronized alternating machine A and every word w accepted by A, there is a unique accepting computation tree of A on w.
The last notion we have to specify is the space complexity of a SA device. The space complexity of a synchronized alternating multitape Turing machine A, on inputs of length n, denoted by S A (n), ist the maximum number of tape cells visited by the storage head in all accepting computations of A on words of length n. We use the usual notation XSPACE(f(n)) with X2 fD, N, SA, DSA, GDSAg for deterministic, nondeterministic, synchronized alternating, deterministic synchronized alternating (i.e., SA without existential states), and globally deterministic synchronized alternating complexity classes. Also YLOG denotes logarithmic space for Y 2 fD, N, SA, GDSAg. The abovementioned complexity classes are de ned via o -line multitape Turing machines, as usual. We shall consider the o -line multitape Turing maching (TM), nite automata (FA), and multihead nite automata as computation models. To denote R-way k-head X nite automata (or TM) for X 2 fD, N, SA, GDSAg and R 2 f1; 2g, we use the notation RXFA(k) (RXTM, resp.). If k = 1, we write brie y RXFA (RXTM, resp.). If R = 2, we can leave it out. For a family of automata from M, L(M) denotes the family of languages recognized by automata from M. A function S: N ! N is said to be RXTM-space-constructible if there is an S(n)-space-bounded RXTM that on any input of length n marks the S(n)-th working tape square. In opposite to , symbol is used for the proper inclusion.
RESULTS
The goal of this section and of the whole paper is to show that the on-line GDSA devices (i.e., those which the reading head can be moved only to the right) are as powerful as the respective o -line devices. First of all we describe the simulation of the left{head{movement for 1GDSATM and then for 1GDSAFA(k). Since the content and the positions of the heads of the working tape are not changed during the simulation, we omit the tape in the gure. The content of the input tape is also without any importance and we leave it out too (except of the left-and the right-end-mark F has its head on the position 1 + (n + 1 ? (i + r ? 1)) = n ? r + 3 ? i. We proceed as follows. Let j be such that F j is scanning $. An important point for the technique is that there is exactly one such F j anytime. The procedure works well for the globally deterministic synchronized alternating device so far as there is no more than one such processes anytime. F splits itself into F and F 0 j . F j generates a synchronizing sequence that encodes content of its tape and of its state. F 0 j (and other processes) guesses this sequence and changes the content of its tape and the state (in accordance to this sequence). After that F j terminates in the accepting state and the rest of F k 's, i.e. F 1 ; :::; F j?1 , and F move their input heads one cell to the right. Subsequently all F k 's, i.e. F 1 ; :::; F r , terminate. Finally, F enters an accepting state too. Using known results, the technique above, and the idea how to simulate the activity of a deterministic Turing machine on each unique cell by a separate deterministic process in the computation of the GDSATM, we are able to perform the proof of the next theorem. Proof. The second equality was proved in HRS94]. Since one-way property is a restriction we have to prove only that c>0 DSPACE nc S(n) 1GDSASPACE(S(n)):
Let M be an o -line DTM with one input tape and one working tape, such that its space complexity S M (n) is bounded by nc S(n) . Let us assume for a while that S(n) is a 1GDSATM{ space{constructible function. The idea of the construction of the S(n)-space-bounded 1GDSATM N equivalent to M is similar to the construction of the respective GDSATM in HRS94]. Hence, we refer to the mentioned source for more details and describe the simulation only shortly pointing out where the technique above is used.
We use one process for the simulation of the activity of M on each working tape square. There will be a corresponding synchronization cut in the computation tree of N for each con guration of M. One step of M will be simulated via the corresponding transition (consisting of several steps) from one special synchronizing cut to another.
In each special synchronizing cut there are exactly nc S(n) + 2 nodes, corresponding to parallel processes I, A and D r 's for nc S(n) integers r from h?(nc S(n) ? 1); nc S(n) ? 1i. Each process D r is an S(n)-space bounded computation of an on-line Turing machine with one input and one working tape that stores:
(a) the content of the cell that is positioned r cells right (if r 0), respectively left (if r < 0), from the working head position of M, in the simulated con guration of M, (b) and its signature r in the form of a triple hk; i; ji, such that r = k(c S(n) (i ? 1) + j). k 2 f?1; 1g is stored in its nite memory (state), i 2 f1; : : :; ng is stored by the position of the input head, and j 2 f0; : : :; c S(n)?1 g is stored on the working tape. D r stores the content of a xed cell of M's working tape during the whole computation and it changes its signature according to the current position of the working head of M . The process A is a nite automaton that (a) has always its input head on the same position as M, and (b) stores the current state of M in its nite control.
I is the process used in the left{head{movement simulation. It has its head positioned on the rst cell during the whole computation.
Since the space complexity of M is nc S(n) , it is clear that A and appropriate (depending on the position of the working head of M) nc S(n) processess D r can code unambiguously any con guration of M. We remark only that D 0 is just the process that stores the symbol currently scanned by M from its working tape. Because of the existence of two di erent encodings for signature 0 we consider that with k = 1. Let w = a 1 a n be the input word and C = C 0`C1` `C t be the computation of M on the input w. N reaches the synchronization cut representing the initial con guration C 0 by splitting universally into A and nc S(n) processes D r 's with r 2 h0; nc S(n)?1 i (the head of M's working tape is on the rst position). Each D r stores "blank" in its state as the current symbol on the (r + 1)-st position of the M's working tape. A stores the initial state of M and has both heads on the rst positions. Now let us assume that N is in a synchronization cut C i representing the con guration C i for some i 2 f0; : : :; t?1g. Let the nodes in C i be labelled with con gurations with the synchronizing symbol S b (beginning of the simulation of a step of M). . If z 2 = 0 the simulation of one step of M is over and all processes enter synchronizing states with the special synchronizing symbl S e (the end of the simulation of one step of M). If z 2 = 1 ?1] each of the nc S(n) processes D r has to decrement (resp. increment) its signature. Obviously, each process knows how to change i; k and j correctly. The problems appear by decrementing i, since N has the one-way restriction. These problems are solved using Technique 3.1. The necessary assumption for the use of the technique is that the considered processes have the input head on distinct positions. Since we have more processes with the input head on the same position, we simulate the left-head-movement in more steps repeatedly using the technique on groups of processes that ful ll the necessary requirement.
It is easily realizable since the signature of each considered D r is uniquely coded. We consider consequently the following groups of processes. We x k to 1 and perform the left-head simulation for the group of processes that have j = 0 (they have distinct input head position), then for j = 1, up to j = c S(n) ? 1. Then we x k to ?1 and perform the cycle once more consequently changing j. Afterwards all processes enter a state with the synchronizing symbol S e . Obviously, the synchronizing cut labelled with S e codes the next con guration C i+1 and the work of N can continue by simulating the next step of M. In case the state p of M is an accepting state, all processes of N working in parallel enter the accepting state.
1GDSATM-space-constructibility was used for the prediction of the number of the necessary D-processes. This information is in fact super uous. The constructibility assumption can be removed. We generate a D-process by the rst visit of each cell. For this purpose, the process corresponding to the right most cell that has already been visited stores this information. If the signature of this process drops to 0 and the right{head{movement of M is simulated, D 0 splits into D ?1 and D 0 . D ?1 will replace D 0 , in the next step. D 0 will be responsible for the cell just visited by the working head of M and stores \blank" in the state. 2
As a consequence of the previous theorem and the existence of the in nite deterministic space hierarchy HLS65] we obtain an in nite hierarchy for the space classes de ned by 1GDSATM. Theorem 3.2 Let S 1 ; S 2 : N ! N be such functions that lim n!1 S 1 (n)=S 2 (n) = 0, and let S 2 be DTM-space-constructible. Then
Another consequence is that (like in the case of the two-way GDSATM) 1GDSATM are substantially more powerful than 1DSATM (exclusion of nondeterminism).
Theorem 3.3 1DSASPACE(S(n)) 1GDSASPACE(S(n)) , for any S: N ! N.
If S(n) in Theorem 3.1 is bounded by a constant, then we obtain a characterization of the class of deterministic context sensitive languages. The result was already proved in Slo90]. Combining it with the results from HRS94], we can formulate the next corollary. Proof. We prove the equivalence of the one-way and two-way devices starting with the known equivalence between 2GDSAFA(k) and n k -space-bounded DTM and the trivial subset relation of one-way devices to the respective two-way ones. So we only have to prove the possibility of 1GDSAFA(k) to simulate DSPACE(n k ), for any k 2 N. Let M be an n k {space{bounded DTM. Because of the polynomial bound we can assume that M is an o -line one-tape DTM. We describe an equivalent 1GDSAFA(k) N. We use the same idea of encoding a con guration of M by a synchronization cut in the computation of N as in the previous proof. In order to realize it, we need n k such processes D r whose signatures are from h?(n k ? 1); n k ? 1i and have the same meaning as in the mentioned proof, i.e., each signature encodes the relative position of M's head to the cell simulated by the respective D r in the simulated con guration of M. The only di erence is that r is encoded by the heads{positions{combination and the state of N. Number r = (j 1 ? 1) + (j 2 ? 1)n + (j 3 ? 1)n 2 + ::: + (j k ? 1)n k?1 is encoded by the positions j 1 ; j 2 ; :::; j k and \plus" in the state. \Minus" in the state means the negative value, i.e. positioned left of the current cell.
By the simulation of a step of M, each D r determines how it should change its signature. The left{ (right{) head movement corresponds to incrementation (decrementation) of the signature. It only remains to explain how these changes are done. An appropriate technique is described below.
First of all, we de ne a notion of k 0 {signature. Let H 1 ; H 2 ; :::; H k be the heads of the 1GDSAFA(k) N. Let k 0 2 N, k 0 k. Let D be a process in a computation of N on an input of length n. Let H 1 ; H 2 ; :::; H k be positioned on the cells j 1 ; j 2 ; :::; j k , respectively, in the current con guration of D. The k 0 {signature of D is the number (j k 0 ?1)+(j k 0 ?1 ?1)n+:::+(j 1 ?1)n k 0 ?1 . We can consider D as \plus" (respectively \minus") process, if it stores plus (resp. minus) in its state. Then the signature of a \minus" process has the negative value. Obviously, the k{signature of D is simply its signature as de ned above.
Because of technical reasons, we describe the way of changing the signatures by describing a more general technique for the changes of the k 0 {signatures. Construction. We describe the construction of the required processes generally, for any k, and inductively for each k 0 k. Consideration of \plus" or \minus" processes as well as increment or decrement are symmetric cases. We describe the technique for both plus and minus processes, in the increment case. The case of unchanged k 0 {signatures makes sense when combined with H k 0 +1 {head{movement.
The technique uses Technique 3.1 slightly modi ed for multihead automata. We work with a xed head H. Having processes F 1 ; F 2 ; :::; F r as described in Technique 3.1, and process I that has H on the rst position and the other heads positioned anywhere, we obtain F " 1 ; :::; F " r with H moved d cells left/right, with the other heads positioned on the same positions as the respective heads in I and with the same information in the state. The case d 0 is solved by a similar procedure as the case d < 0. In the former case, we omit the 3rd phase and move H at the end. Trivial case: k 0 = 1 The instances of the problem that contain a \plus" (\minus") process whose H 1 scans the last (resp. rst) cell are excluded from the consideration because of impossibility to increment the k 0 {signature. At rst we describe the creation of the process I 2;:::;k that will have H 2 ; H 3 ; :::; H k on the positions j; j 3 ; :::; j k , where j = j 2 , or j = j 2 ? 1, or j = 1, or j = n, according to the considered variant of the task, and H 1 will be on the rst position. It is done repeatedly using the modi ed Technique 3.1 (see Remark 3.2).
In the rst iteration, the technique is applied on a copy F of one of the F j 's, and we consider only H 2 . In the case of j = j 2 (resp. j = j 2 ? 1) we take 0 (resp. ?1) as parameter d. The procedure results in the creation of the process I 2 that has H 2 on j 2 (resp. j = j 2 ?1) and other heads on the rst position. In the case of j = 1 (j = n) we apply the technique repeatedly with parameter d = ?1 (resp. d = 1) until I 2 is created with H 2 on position j. In the i-th iteration, I 2;:::;i is used instead of I and the technique is applied on F, d = 0, considering only H i+1 . It results in the creation of I 2;:::;i+1 . After k ? 1 steps we have I 2;:::;k . Then we apply Technique 3.1 once more on F, d = 1 (if F is a \plus" process), resp. d = ?1 (in the case of the \minus" process), considering only H 1 and using I 2;:::;k instead of I. Inductive step: Suppose we know the construction for any k 0 k 1 , for some k 1 k. Let us solve the problem for k 0 = k 1 +1. We combine modi ed Technique 3.1 with the inductive hypothesis. We divide the processes into 2 groups. F' consists of the processes whose H k scans the last, resp. the rst position, depending on whether \plus" or \minus" processes, respectively, are considered. F" consists of the remaining processes. Since the processes in F' have distinct (k 0 ){signatures and the same position of H k 0 , they have distinct (k 0 ?1){signatures. Using the inductive hypothesis, we are able to construct the respective counterparts of the processes with unchanged positions of H k 0 +1 ; :::; H k , same information in the states, H k 0 on the rst position (if the considered processes are \plus" processes), on the last position (for the \minus" processes), and their (k 0 ?1){signatures incremented. Hence their (k 0 ){signatures are incremented.
If the processes in F" are \plus" processes, they simply move H k 0 +1 one cell right. The case of \minus" processes is a little bit complicated. We divide the processes into n ? 1 groups F 2 ; :::; F n , where F j has H k 0 on the j-th position. The processes in each of F j have distinct (k 0 ? 1){signatures. The inductive hypothesis is subsequently used on each F j in order to obtain the counterparts of the processes with unchanged (k 0 ?1){signatures and H k 0 one cell left. 2
The simulation above proves the existence of the strict hierarchy among the one-way multihead globally deterministic synchronized alternating automata. 
